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Project 3: Optimization
Due: March 29th

In Chapter 5, Segaran discusses several search-based heuristics for optimization, including hill
climbing, simulated annealing, and genetic algorithms. In this project, we will be focusing on
extending the genetic algorithm by applying it to different kinds of data, implementing different
operators for mutation and crossover, and empirically evaluating the different configurations to
assess which one is best. Specifically, we will be using genetic algorithms to come up with a good
approximate solution to a version of the travelling salesman problem.

1 Data

Probably not this year, or next year, but someday I plan to take one or two month-long tours
of central Europe. The data you are provided with for this project is a list of locations that I
tentatively want to visit. Assume that I rent a car for this trip. I want to minimize the amount of
time that I spend driving from city to city. In order to figure out roughly how long it will take me
to get from one city to another, we will be using the XML API for Google Maps. Using this API,
we can easily get Google’s estimated shortest path and the associated estimated travel time for a
trip between any two locations. To query the API, we can use URLs of the form

http://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/directions/xml?origin=<city1>,<country1>

&destination=<city2>,<country2>&sensor=false,

where <city1>,<country1> are replaced with the starting point, and <city2>,<country2> are
the ending point. To read more about the syntax for API requests, see http://code.google.com/

apis/maps/documentation/directions/#DirectionsRequests.
Requests of the above form will return XML documents. The structure of the XML response is

outlined at http://code.google.com/apis/maps/documentation/directions/#XML. Parsing an
XML document is easy via the Document Object Model API. DOM presents an XML document as
a tree, allowing us to traverse the document to retrieve the information that we want. The example
code presented in Figure 1 sends a request to the Google Maps API for directions from Munich to
Berlin and then uses the Python implementation of DOM to traverse the XML response, extracting
the total duration of the trip.

Be forewarned, the API limits individual users to 2,500 queries per day. For this reason, and
also to significantly speed up the genetic algorithm, your first step in this project should be to
collect and store distance data for every pair of cities, so that the genetic algorithm does not need
to repeatedly query the duration data.

2 Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithm presented in Segaran will have to be modified in several ways. Like the
example given in Segaran, we can represent tours of cities as lists of numbers. For example, in a
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import xml.dom.minidom

import urllib2

# build the query for google maps

# replace ’Munich,Germany’ and ’Berlin,Germany’ with cities of your choice

url=’http://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/directions/

xml?origin=Munich,Germany&destination=Berlin,Germany&sensor=false’

# execute the query to get Google’s shortest route

doc=xml.dom.minidom.parseString(urllib2.urlopen(url).read())

# get all the nodes for the first leg

# (unless using waypoints, the whole trip will be a single leg)

legnodes=doc.childNodes[0].childNodes[3].childNodes[3].childNodes

# search through the leg’s nodes for the ’duration’ node

for node in legnodes:

if node.nodeName==’duration’:

# get ’duration’ of the leg, in seconds

node.childNodes[1].childNodes[0].data

Figure 1: Python code for querying and parsing results from Google Directions API.

BEGIN GA

Randomly build initial population.

WHILE NOT termination_condition DO

Select parents from the population.

Apply crossover to parents to create children.

Mutate a random sample of the children.

Extend the population adding the children to it.

Reduce the extended population to a fixed size.

END

Output the best individual found.

END GA

Figure 2: Psuedocode for basic genetic algorithm (adapted from [2])
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problem with four cities, the list [2, 4, 3, 1] represents a solution to the TSP in which we start in
city 2, then go to city 4, then city 3, and finally city 1.

However, unlike Segaran’s GA, each number must appear exactly once in the list. If I place city
2 at the head of the list, then city 2 cannot appear anywhere else in the list. Because Segaran’s
crossover and mutation operators do not ensure that each number is represented exactly once, we
will need to replace these operators with different ones. [2] presents a number of operators that
support this requirement of our representation. For the baseline implementation, we will implement
the Partially Mapped Crossover (PMX) and Simple Inversion Mutation (SIM) operators from this
paper.

Obviously, we will also need to implement a new cost function for our modified genetic algorithm.
We can simply use the duration of the tour as our cost for this baseline implementation.

Figure 2 presents psuedocode that illustrates an abstract genetic algorithm with a slightly
different structure than that presented by Segaran (but the main idea remains the same). Feel
free to either modify the genetic algorithm given by Segaran or implement your own based on
this psuedocode. In either case, start with a constant population size of 50, mutation probability
of 0.2, termination condition of 100 iterations and elitist parent selection of the top 20%. Also,
please measure the execution time of your genetic algorithm (for example, by using “time.time()”
in Python at the beginning and end of your code, and measuring the difference).

In addition to the genetic algorithm, please also implement the simple Random Search algorithm
to use as a simple baseline. Have the random search examine 5,000 different solutions. Report the
time of random search and the cost of the best solution.

3 Ideas for Extension

Please extend this project in at least two different directions. You may pick two or more bullets
from the list below, or come up with your own ideas of similar complexity. Extra credit will be
awarded to groups that extend the project in three or more directions.

• Implement at least three additional crossover operators and two additional mutation oper-
ators from [2], and evaluate each with respect to your baseline genetic algorithm in terms
of execution time and output quality. Please also experiment with different values for the
mutation rate parameter and report its impact.

• Segaran’s GA uses a very simple termination criterion (a fixed number of iterations) and a
very simple selection mechanism (“elite” selection in which a fraction of the fittest individuals
in the population are deterministically selected). Implement both the stagnancy termination
criterion (Exercise 3 at the end of the chapter) and either the Roulette Wheel or Tournament
selection strategies given in [3]. Experiment with different parameters for the selection op-
erator, termination condition, and population size, and report how these factors impact the
execution time and output quality of the GA.

• Modify / implement the Simulated Annealing algorithm (discussed in Segaran, p.95) and
experiment with at least three different values for the “cool” parameter (also known as the
annealing rate), keeping track of the execution time and the quality of the output.

• Implement the “Ant Colony Optimization” algorithm [1], and assess its execution time and
output quality.
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• Queries to the Google Maps API can specify whether or not to avoid highways and/or toll
roads. Acquire durations for the shortest routes between every pair of cities that use neither
toll roads nor highways, only highways, and both toll roads and highways. Modify your fitness
function to penalize routes that use highways (a minute on a highway is less pleasant that a
minute on a country road), and to greatly penalize routes that use a toll road.

4 Partnering

Working with a partner is a requirement for this project. Please find a partner before spring break
and begin to think about the assignment, so that, even if you are going on vacation, at least the
problem can percolate on the backburner of your mind. Once you find a partner, please let the TA
know who you will be working with.

5 Grading

• Fundamentals (basic distance data acquired from Google Maps, baseline GA and random
search): 40%

• Extensions: 35%

• Report: 25%

• Extra Credit (3+ extensions): up to 10%

6 Report

First, your report should discuss the efficiency and effectiveness, in terms of execution time and
length of shortest path, of the baseline random search and genetic algorithm as discussed in Section
2. Next, discuss your extensions to the baseline approach, and the efficiency and effectiveness of
your extensions. Present your results in readable tables with informative captions, and discuss
your results in the text. To save space, it is not necessary to provide the full list of cities for each
algorithm / configuration of the GA, but please include the full list of cities for the overall shortest
overall path that you discover. Describe your ideas for what you would try next, if you had more
time to work on the project. Be sure to mention any problems or pitfalls you encountered during
your work on this project.

7 Submission Instructions

Please submit all of your source code, your distance data acquired from the Google Maps API,
a readme which clearly explains how to execute your source code, and your final report. These
materials should be packaged inside a compressed archive and emailed to alexander.p.conrad@

gmail.com before the deadline. Please include the names of the group members in the name of the
archive. This project is due before class on March 29th.
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